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Abstract
We give a geometric slice-like characterization for the vanishing of Milnor's link invariants by proving the
k-slice conjecture. This conjecture states that a link¸ has vanishingMilnor  -invariants of length)2k if and
only if ¸ bounds disjoint surfaces in a four disk in such a way that the fundamental group of the complement
admits free nilpotent quotients of class k. In the course of our proof, we compute the dimension )3
homology groups of "nitely generated free nilpotent Lie rings and groups. We develop a new algorithm for
constructing a weighted chain resolution for a nilpotent group with torsion free lower central series
quotients, and with the property that its associated graded complex is the Koszul complex of the associated
graded Lie ring. This give a new derivation of the May spectral sequence relating the group homology of the
nilpotent group to the Lie ring homology of its associated graded Lie ring. Finally, we de"ne  -invariants of
`picturesa and use these to describe a generating set of cocycles in the cohomology of the free nilpotent
groups. Some sample computations follow.  2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the 1950sMilnor introduced the fundamental and far-reaching  -invariants that have continued
to play a central role in the study of links and 3-manifolds [9,36,37]. They are thought to occupy
a place, not yet understood, in the classi"cation of topological four manifolds [14}16]. They are
concordance invariants of links [42], and certain specialMilnor invariants, suitably adjusted, have been
shown in recent years to classify link homotopy, the relationMilnor "rst introduced these invariants to
study [18,19,36]. They are the only integer-valued "nite-type concordance invariants of string links
[20] (see also [1,33]), and have appeared in the study of "nite-type three manifold invariants
0040-9383/01/$ - see front matter  2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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[17,21,22,28]. We also recommend [27] for other "nite-type invariant results related to this
paper.
Perhaps the two most fundamental questions remaining are the following:
1. If Milnor's invariants vanish for a link, are there other invariants of the link group that obstruct
slicing?
2. Exactly what geometric relation are the Milnor invariants detecting? In particular, to what
extent do the vanishing of various Milnor invariants approximate the slicing of a link?
Considerable e!orts continue toward answering the "rst question. The papers [8,10,11,29}31,38]
attack this question, but the answer stays out of reach.
This paper addresses and answers the second problem. We investigate the notion of k-slice.
Roughly speaking, a link is k-slice if it bounds a surface that looks like a slicing disk to the kth lower
central series quotient of the fundamental group of its complement. This notion was introduced
independently in [6] and [38], in attempts to obtain a geometric interpretation of the vanishing of
Milnor's invariants. But the notion (though not the terminology) of 2-slice appeared earlier in [41],
where N. Sato showed the Sato}Levine invariant of a two component link was the sole obstruction
to 2-slicing the link. Other geometric interpretations of Milnor's invariants can be found in [31].
As well as introducing the notion of k-slice, [6] and [38] were each led, independently, to the
following conjecture.
Theorem 1.1. A link ¸ is k-slice if and only if all the Milnor invariants of length)2k vanish for ¸.
Partial results towards this conjecture can be found in [5}7]. Lin shows in [32] (see also [34])
that a k-slice link has vanishingMilnor invariants of length)2k. In [38] it is shown that a link has
vanishing Milnor invariants of all lengths if and only if the link is k-slice for all k.
In this paper we prove the k-slice Conjecture. We accomplish this by equating the k-slice
conjecture with the vanishing of a slicing obstruction from [38]. More precisely, the k-slice
conjecture is reduced to computing the third homotopy group of a space obtained as the quotient
of the classifying space of the free nilpotent group of class k!1. The space in question has the
homology in dimensions*2 of the free nilpotent group of class k!1.
The journey is long. First we compute the low-dimensional homology of the Lie ring obtained by
summing the graded quotients of the lower central series "ltration of the free nilpotent group. This
computation is used, together with a theorem of Pickle, to compute the low-dimensional homology
of the free nilpotent groups. One then "nishes the computation with a Postnikov tower construc-
tion to get a two connected space with homology the desired third homotopy group, and then
computing the homology of this 2-connected space.
The step from Lie ring homology to group homology involves the derivation of a very special
chain resolution for the free nilpotent group. Using what we call `pseudoweightsa we give
a recursive construction for an equivariant cellular chain resolution for the free nilpotent group.
This chain complex is "ltered and the associated graded complex is precisely the Koszul complex
for the associated graded Lie ring of the free nilpotent group. The consequence is an algorithmic
derivation of the May spectral sequence. (See Proposition 6.4.)
The existence of a "ltered chain resolution of , whose associated graded complex is the Koszul
complex of the associated Lie ring to the group, appears to be folklore. But to our knowledge, there
has not appeared a derivation anywhere in the literature. (J. Huebschmann has produced such
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resolutions in special cases [24,25].) The chain resolution given in this paper is given by a well-
de"ned algorithm which works for any nilpotent group whose associated graded abelian group is
torsion free and "nitely generated. We hope this will be useful for future computations. For
instance, it is unknown if the free nilpotent group has the same integer valued homology as the free
nilpotent Lie ring * a question we answer in the a$rmative for homology in dimension)3.
See Corollary 6.5. (Lenny Evens has a computer program for calculating this Lie ring homology
[12].) As our chain resolution is small and algorithmic, perhaps it can help settle the general
question.
The original construction of the pseudoweighted chain complex used the theory, developed by
the "rst author, for representing group homology three chains by structured graphs, or pictures
[26]. This was developed in [26] to study K-theory via the homology of the Steinberg group, and
was used to prove the Hatcher}Wagoner Theorem. In the "nal version of this paper we decided to
bypass this description of the chain complex in favor of the algebraic recursive description.
However, in the last section we use pictures to show that link projections actually represent speci"c
and relevant homology classes.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 establishes notation, as well as reminding the reader
of the de"nition of Milnor's invariants and the geometric notion of k-slice. Section 3 reviews the
invariants and results of [38], and in particular the relation of these invariants to k-slice and to
Milnor's invariants. These invariants and results play an important role in Section 4, where we
establish the reduction to homotopy theory necessary to prove the k-slice conjecture. Section 5
gives a computation of the low-dimensional Lie ring homology of the free nilpotent Lie rings. We
achieve this by using the lower central series "ltration of the free group to split the Koszul complex
into a sum of easily computed chain complexes. Section 6 states the existence of the needed "ltered
chain resolution derived in Section 7, derives theMay spectral sequence, and uses it to compute the
homology of the free nilpotent group from the Lie ring homology previously computed. Section 7
constructs the needed chain resolution, gives a detailed description of the algorithm it employs,
and concludes with an example illustrating the algorithm. Finally, in Section 8, we compute the
relevant third homotopy group and prove the k-slice conjecture. After Section 9 brie#y reviews the
theory of pictures, a concluding Section 10, shows how to associate to a link projection a chain, or
picture, representing the k-slicing obstructions of the prior sections. We then de"ne  -invariants of
pictures for the groupF/F

and show these span the three-dimensional cocycles. Examples are given.
During this work we enjoyed stimulating conversations with L. Evens, I. Gessel, N. Habegger,
J. P. Levine and S. Priddy.
2. Notation and de5nitions
In this section, we establish some important notation and de"nitions. In particular, we recall the
de"nitions of Milnor's  -invariants of links de"ned byMilnor in [36] and [37], and the topological
notion of k-slice for links de"ned in [6] and [38]. These de"nitions are essential to even state the
main result of this paper.
The free group on m letters will be denoted F(m), or just F when no ambiguity exists. For a group
G, let G

"G, and G

"[G,G

] denote the lower central series of G. For x and y in
G, [x, y]"yxyx. K(k) will denote the Eilenberg MacLane space K(F/F

,1). We denote the
free abelian group on m letters by m.
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Magnus gives us a useful criterion for determining the place of an element in the lower central
series "ltration of the free group. There is a well-de"ned ring homomorphism  :F(m)PP called
the Magnus Expansion, where P is the power series ring in m non-commuting variables 

,2, . If
F(m)"F(x

,2, x) then (x )"1# and (x )"1!#!#2 . If y3F, denote
(y)"1#(n

,2,n)n2n .
By Magnus, y3F

if and only if all coe$cients, (n

,2,n ), vanish for s)k!1.
An m-link ¸LS is an ordered collection of m-oriented smooth circles in S. The exterior of the
link, S!¹(¸), where ¹(¸) is an open tubular neighborhood of the link ¸, will be denoted E

.
A knot has a well-de"ned isotopy class of framings obtained by choosing a vector in the direction
normal to an oriented Seifert surface for the knot. Given an oriented surface<LD,< has a trivial
tubular neighborhood, and its closed complement is denoted E

. The surface <, has a canonical
isotopy class of framing consistent with the framing of the knot and determined by the isomor-
phism H(E

)H(E

).
De5nition 2.1. A link is k-slice if there are disjoint, smoothly embedded surfaces,
<"<

Z2Z<

LD, with <

the ith component of ¸ for each i, such that if <

PE

is the
inclusion of a component <

in the exterior of < obtained by pushing <

o! itself in the normal
direction, then the composition


(<

)P

(E

)P  (E )


(E

)

is the trivial homomorphism for each i.
So the <

's in this de"nition look like disks to the lower central series quotients of the
fundamental group of their complement.
Now recall the de"nition of Milnor's  -invariants [37]. For an m component link ¸, choose
a path to each component from a common basepoint. Combining this with meridional circles
linking each component once de"nes a map
 :SPE

.
This determines a homomorphism, or basing, by passing to fundamental groups,
 :F(m)P

(E

).
The path to the ith component, together with a null-homologous pusho! of the ith component into
the link exterior, determines a longitude


3

(E

).
Milnor shows that (

(E

)/

(E

)

) is generated by the image of , so that the composition
F(m)P

(E

)P (E )


(E

)

is onto. Lift the image of the ith longitude, 

, in (

(E

)/

(E

)

) into the free group, F(m), to get an
element 	

3F(m).
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De5nition 2.2. The integer  (n

,2,n , j), the Milnor  invariant of the based link (¸,), is the
coe$cient (n

,2,n ) of n2n in (		 ). This will be called a Milnor invariant of length s#1.
Milnor shows that a link has vanishing Milnor invariants of length )k if and only if the
longitudes lie in the kth term of the lower central series of the fundamental group of the link
complement. Milnor shows the non-zero Milnor invariants of smallest length are de"ned indepen-
dently of a choice of basing, . In particular, if all Milnor invariants of length)k vanish for (¸,),
then all Milnor invariants of length)k vanish for (¸,
) for any other choice of basing 
 for ¸.
Unless otherwise stated, all homology will be with untwisted integer coe$cients.
3. Review of some known results
This section reviews the invariants and results from [38]. These link invariants form the
fundamental connection between the algebraic-combinatorial invariants of Milnor and the geo-
metric notion of k-slice from the last section. They are used throughout the next section which
states the main Theorem of this paper, and equates it to a homotopy computation. The notion of
k-slice together with the main theorem gives a geometric slice-like interpretation for the vanishing
of Milnor invariants.
Let ¸ be a link with vanishing Milnor invariants of length)k. By a result of Milnor [36],
a basing  :FP

(E

) induces isomorphisms
F
F

P (E)


(E

)

for i)k#1. Thus, we get maps
S P E

PK


(E

)


(E

)

,1K
F
F

,1"K(k).
Since theMilnor invariants of length)k vanish for ¸, the longitudes of ¸ lie in the kth lower central
subgroup of the fundamental group of the link exterior. So their image is trivial, up to homotopy,
under the above map. By the homotopy extension theorem we have a commutative diagram.
Here the left vertical map is the inclusion of the boundary of E

, and the map proj is projection of
the ith meridian to the ith summand ofS. Let K

be the quotient space obtained by identifying
the image of the inclusion
SPK(k),
to a point. Then we have a map


:SPK

,
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de"ned by sending the tubular neighborhood of the link,¹(¸), to the equivalency class of the wedge
of circles in the quotient space K

. De"ne


(¸,) " [

]3

(K

).
The following results were proven in [38].
Theorem 3.1. There exist homomorphisms
l : (Kl)P (K ), l*k
such that these homomorphisms, and the invariants 

(¸,)3

(K

), satisfy
1. 

(¸,) is dexned if and only if the length)k Milnor invariants of L vanish.
2. l (l (¸,))" (¸,).
3. 

(¸,)3Image(

) if and only if all length k#1 Milnor invariants of L vanish.
4. For any x3

(K

) there is a link ¸, and basing  for ¸, such that 

(¸,)"x.
5. coker (

)(mN

!N

) where N

" the rank of the xnitely generated free abelian group
H

(F/F

)F

/(F

).
6. ¸ is k-slice if and only if 

(¸,) is dexned and 

(¸,)"03

(K

).
7. 

(¸¸
,
)"

(¸,)#

(¸
,
).
See [38] for the de"nition of addition of based links.
4. The main theorem and k-concordance
The main goal of this paper is to prove the following Theorem.
Theorem 4.1 (The k-slice conjecture). A link ¸LS is k-slice if and only if all length)2k Milnor
invariants of ¸ vanish.
De"ne a "ltration by setting
Jl

(K

)"Imagel : (Kl )P (K ).
The unexpected shift in dimension here needs justi"cation. We will show that, roughly speaking,
the homotopy group 

(K

) contains precisely the length k#1 to 2k Milnor invariant informa-
tion. The image ofJll"Image(l) detects the length*lMilnor invariant information
from the group 

(K

). This motivates the indexing of our "ltration.
We will prove Theorem 4.1 by proving Theorem 4.2, which is shown to be equivalent to Theorem
4.1 in Proposition 4.3.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose K

is constructed from the rank m free nilpotent group F/F

. For the xltration
Jl dexned above,
0"J

(K

)L2LJ

(K

)"

(K

)
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with isomorphisms
l :
Jl

(K

)
Jl

(K

)
P(mNl!Nl ).
The homomorphisms


:

(K

)P

(K

)
respect this xltration, and the induced homomorphisms
Jl

(K

)
Jl

(K

)
P J
l

(K

)
Jl

(K

)
are isomorphisms for k#2)l)2k, and zero homomorphisms otherwise.
In particular,


(K

)



(mN

!N

)
and
x3ker(l ) if and only if x3Image(l).
Note that the last statement follows easily from the previous statements in this theorem. For
x3ker(l ) if and only if it lies in the 2k#1 "ltration of  (Kl ), which is equivalent to it coming
from 

(K

). In this section we prove that Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are equivalent. The sections
following are devoted to proving Theorem 4.2.
Proposition 4.3. Theorem 4.1 is equivalent to Theorem 4.2.
Proof. Assume Theorem 4.2.
Suppose the length)2kMilnor invariants for ¸ vanish. Then 

(¸,) is de"ned for any choice
of basing . By Theorem 4.2, 

is the zero homomorphism. So by Theorem 3.1  2,


(¸,)"

(

(¸,))"0
and ¸ is k-slice by Theorem 3.1  6.
If 

(¸,)"0, then 

(¸,)3Image(

). By Theorem 3.1  3, the length k#1 Milnor
invariants for ¸ vanish.
Now suppose 

(¸,)"0 and the weight )l Milnor invariants of ¸ vanish for some
k#1)l)2k!1. Then l(¸,) is de"ned and by Theorem 3.1 2, l (l(¸,))"(¸,)"0. By
Theorem 4.2, l(¸,)3J (Kl)LImage(ll ). So the length l#1 Milnor invariants for (¸,)
vanish by Theorem 3.1  3.
This proves that Theorem 4.2 implies Theorem 4.1. Now assume Theorem 4.1.
If x3J

(K

) then x"

(y) for some y3

(K

). Choose a based link (¸,) with
vanishing Milnor invariants of length)2k and with 

(¸,)"y. Since the length)2k Milnor
invariants of ¸ vanish, ¸ is k-slice, and by Theorem 3.1  6,
x"

(

(¸,))"

(¸,)"0.
So J

(K

)"0.
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Recall that by Theorem 3.1  5, there is an isomorphism
Il :coker(ll)P(mNl!Nl).
We will use this isomorphism to de"ne the homomorphism l of Theorem 4.2.
For x3Jl

(K

), choose x 3

(Kl ) so that l (x )"x. De"ne
l(x)"Il (x ).
Given another lift x 
 of x,l(x!x 
)"x!x"0. Using Theorem 3.1 4, choose (¸,) and (¸
,
)
such that l(¸,)"x and l (¸
,
)"x 
. Then by Theorem 3.1  7,
l(l(¸!¸
,!
))"l(l(¸,))!l (l(¸
,
))"x!x"0.
So (¸!¸
,!
) is k-slice by Theorem 3.1  6, and by hypothesis has vanishing Milnor
invariants of length)2k. So
x!x 
"l(¸!¸
,!
)3Image(ll),
by Theorem 3.1  1 and 2, implying Il (x!x 
)"0. So l is well de"ned.
Clearly, l is additive.
Given x3(mNl!Nl), using Theorem 3.1 4, choose a link (¸,) with vanishing Milnor
invariants of length)l such that Il(l(¸,))"x. Then
l(l(l (¸,)))"Il (l(¸,))"x.
Thus, l is onto.
If x3Jl

(K

) and l (x)"0, then using Theorem 3.1 4, choose a link (¸,) with vanishing
Milnor invariants of length )l, such that l(¸,)"x where l (x )"x. Since
Il(l (¸,))"Il (x )"l(x)"0, x"l(¸,)3Image(ll )"J
l

(Kl). Hence,
x"l (x )3Image(l (J
l(Kl)))"Jl(K ).
So l is injective and therefore an isomorphism.
It remains to show that
Jl

(K

)
Jl

(K

)
P J
l

(K

)
Jl

(K

)
is an isomorphism for l"k#2,2,2k. They are zero homomorphisms otherwise, because in all
other cases, one of the relevant groups is zero.
Since 

(Kl)PJl (K ) is onto by de"nition, and since the following diagram commutes:
Jl

is onto. Since
Jl

(K

)
Jl

(K

)
and
Jl

(K

)
Jl

(K

)
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are "nitely generated free with the same rank,Jl

induces an isomorphism on these graded
terms. 
5. Lie ring homology for free nilpotent Lie rings
In the previous section we stated the main Theorem 4.1, and reduced its proof to the homotopy
computation of Theorem 4.2. In this section we begin the long journey to prove Theorem 4.2 which
concludes in Section 8. The "rst step is the computation of the degree)3 Lie ring homology of the
associated graded Lie ring to the group F/F

"ltered by the lower central series. The key idea here
is to "lter the Koszul complex using the lower central series "ltration of the free group. This
"ltration is very well behaved and splits the Koszul complex into a sum of more easily computed
chain complexes. The homology of these summands are computed using a Hochschild}Serre style
"ltration.
Recall that the Lie ring homology of a Lie ring L, is the homology of the associated Koszul
complex (see [23]).
LetL denote the associated graded Lie ring to the lower central series "ltration of the free group
F"F(m).
L"

F

F

.
Here the Lie bracket is given by taking commutators. When F is free on m generators, this is the
free Lie ring on m generators.
Let
I

"

F

F

,
a Lie ring ideal. The quotient
L

" L
I

" F
F


F

F

2F
F

is a free object in the category of nilpotent Lie rings of class)n!1.
Let H (k) be the Koszul complex of the free nilpotent Lie ringL . H(k) is the exterior ring over
 whose degree n chains 

(k) are the nth exterior powers 

L

. For n*1 this is the free
-module generated by the terms
x

2x

,
where the x

's are the basic commutators, subject to the relation
xx"0.
(See [35] for a discussion of basic commutators. The basic commutators of weight k form a basis
for the free abelian group F

/(F

).) An easy and standard computation shows this relation
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implies
x

2x

"(!1)
	x	2x	
for any permutation . The di!erential
d

:

(k)P

(k)
is given by the formula
d

(x

2x

)"
	
(!1	)[x

, x
	
]x

2x(

2x(
	
2x

.
To make sense of this expression one expresses [x

, x
	
] as a sum of basic commutators and uses
additivity.
De5nition 5.1. Given x3F

/(F

), we say x has weight (x)"k.
(x

2x

)"(x

).
The  weight j-chains of L

are denoted 
	
(k).
Remark 5.2. d
	
(
	
(k))L
	
(k), for all , j, and k. Thus HH as a chain complex, and
HH(L )"HH (H(k))HH(H(k))
"H	H (H (k)).
Note that the quotient homomorphism of Lie rings, :L

PL

, induces a weight preserving
homomorphism of chain complexes and homology,
H :H	H (L)PH	H (L ).
Lemma 5.3. The homomorphism H

(L)PH

(L

) is an isomorphism, the homology is concentrated
at weight 1, and H

(L

)m, where m is the rank of F.
Proof. Since the commutator subgroup of F is generated by commutators,
H

(L)
L
[L,L]

F
F


L

[L

,L

]
H

(L

),
generated by the terms x

3

(k) where the x

's are the generators of F. 
Filter the Koszul complex H(k#1) for L as follows. Let FlH (k#1) be the free  sub-
module of H(k#1) generated by the terms x2x with the x 's basic commutators, and
with at least l of the x

's belonging to F

/(F

). Note that for y

3F

/(F

), i"1,2,l,
d

(x

2x
l
y

2yl)
" 

(!1)[x , x]x2x( 2x( 2xly2yl
"d
l
(x

2x
l
)(y

2yl).
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Thus
d

(Fl(k#1))LFl(k#1)
and we get an isomorphism of chain complexes
FlH(k#1)
FlH (k#1)
lHl (k)l
F

F

,
where l (F/(F)) is the lth exterior power of F/(F), and consists of elements of weight kl.
Therefore, this bi"ltration gives a weighted version of the Hochschild}Serre spectral sequence for
the central Lie ring extension L

PL

.
Proposition 5.4. For each nonnegative integer k and each weight , there is a xrst quadrant spectral
sequence
E

"H	

(H(k))
F

F

  H	(H (k#1))"H	(L).
Furthermore, after appropriate identixcation of E


with H	

(H(k)), and E
H with H(F/(F)),
the diwerential
d

:E

PE


is given by
d

(xy)"d


(x)y.
Proof. The di!erential d

is given by the boundary homomorphism in the long exact sequence for
the triple of chain complexes
(FH (k#1),FH(k#1),FH(k#1))
and is easily computed. 
Corollary 5.5. The Lie ring homology H

(L

) is concentrated in weight k and isomorphic to N

,
where N

is the rank of the free abelian group F

/(F

).
Proof. The Hochschild}Serre spectral sequence (as in Proposition 5.4) for the Lie ring extension
LPL

, gives a weight-preserving "ve-term exact sequence
H

(L)PH

(L

)




P I
[L,I

]
PH

(L)PH

(L

)P0.
The "rst term is 0 sinceL is free [23]. H

(L)PH

(L

) is an isomorphism by Lemma 5.3. Thus,
the di!erential d


is an isomorphism. We have an isomorphism
I

[L,I

]

F

F

,
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since the (k#1)st lower central subgroup of F, F

, is generated by commutators of the form
[x,] where x is a generator of F and  is a k fold basic commutator [35]. This is free abelian of
rank N

[35]. 
Corollary 5.6. In the spectral sequence of Proposition 5.4,
E


0 for all q
and the diwerential d


is an isomorphism.
Proof. By Lemma 5.3, H

(L

)PH

(L

)E


is an isomorphism, and this isomorphism
preserves weight. So 0E


E


, and d


is onto. Since H

(L

)F

/(F

) and


(F

/(F

))F

/(F

) are free abelian of the same "nite rank, d


is an isomorphism.
For q*1 let
xy3

F

F


F

F


F

F

E

with x3E




(F

/(F

)). Choose z such that d


(z)"x. Then
d

(zy)"d


(z)y"xy
proving the Corollary. 
Lemma 5.7. Let G be a class k!1 nilpotent Lie ring. Then H	

(G)0 for 'n(k!1).
Proof. In the Koszul complex, 

(G)0 for 'n(k!1) since G has no non-trivial weight*k
generators. 
Lemma 5.8. If kerH	

(L

)PH	

(L

)O0, then 32k,2k#1. If cokerH	

(L

)P
H	

(L

))O0, then "k#1. Furthermore,
cokerH

(L

)PH

(L

)(mN

!N

).
Proof. Suppose cokerH	

(L

)PH	

(L

)O0. E


0, E


0, and E


0 by Corollary
5.6. So there is an exact sequence
H	

(L

)PH	

(L

)"(E


)	




P (E

)	PH	

(L

)P0.
Since E

"0 for Ok#1, it follows that "k#1. Since E

is free abelian of rank mN

and
H

(L

) is free abelian of rank N

by Corollary 5.5,
cokerH

(L

)PH

(L

)(mN

!N

).
By Corollary 5.6, E


0. So there is a weight-preserving exact sequence
0PE

PkerH

(L

)PH

(L

)PE

P0.
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E

is a quotient of E

H

(L

)

, which has weight 2k#1 by Lemma 5.3 and Proposition
5.4. E

is a subquotient of E

which has weight 2k by Corollary 5.5. So kerH	

(L

)P
H	

(L

)0 unless "2k or 2k#1. 
Theorem 5.9. The following statements hold:
1. H	

(L

)
(mN!N) for k#1))2k!1,
0 otherwise,
2. H	

(L

)PH	

(L

) is an isomorphism for   k#1,2k,2k#1 and the zero homomorphism
otherwise.
In particular,
H

(L

)

H	

(L

)



(mN

!N

).
Proof. By Lemma 5.8, H	

(L

)PH	

(L

) is onto for Ok#1. Also by Lemma 5.8, it is an
injection for O2k, 2k#1. So it is an isomorphism for Ok#1, 2k, 2k#1.
If )k, then H	

(L

)H	

(L

)0 by Lemma 5.7. If *2k*4,
H	

(L

)H	

(L

)

(F/F

)0, since 

(F/F

) consists of elements of weight 3. So
H	

(L

)0 for *2k.
For k#1))2k!1, H	

(L

)H	

(L). Since H	 (L)0,
H	

(L)cokerH	 (L)PH	 (L )(mN!N),
where the last isomorphism is part of Lemma 5.8. 
6. A free 5ltered chain resolution for torsion-free nilpotent groups
Our next step toward proving Theorem 4.2 is to pass from the degree)3 Lie ring homology of
the associated graded Lie ring to the degree)3 group homology of F/F

, the free nilpotent group.
SinceH

(K

)H

(F/F

) for i*2, this computes the homology of the spaces whose third homotopy
group we wish to ascertain. We state the existence of a "ltered chain complex (constructed in the
next section) with associated graded the Koszul complex for L

. We computed the low-dimen-
sional homology of this Koszul complex in the previous section. This chain complex, with its
"ltration, gives a spectral sequence we use to compare the group and Lie algebra homology. This
we do successfully, in degrees)3, using a theorem of Pickle [39].
Let G be a nilpotent group such that the associated graded abelian groups G

/(G

) are torsion
free and "nitely generated for all k. Let G"

G

/(G

) be the associated graded Lie ring with
Lie bracket given by taking commutators. Choose a basisB

for the free abelian groupsG

/(G

),
and let B"Z

B

. Choose a total ordering on B so that the elements of B
	
are less than those
of B

for j(k.
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For each a(b3B, choose a reduced word c(a, b) such that
(1) c(a, b)"baba as an element of G,
(2) each letter in c(a, b) has weight*wt(a)#wt(b), where wt(x)"k for x3B

pB

,
(3) c(a, b)"e if baba is trivial in G.
Let c(b, a)"c(a, b) as a word in the letters of B.
Lemma 6.1. GH, where H"B  ab(c(a, b))ab for all a(b3B.
Proof. The obvious homomorphism F(B)PG, where F(B) is the free group on the letters of B,
sending a letter of B to the word it represents, is clearly onto, and descends to an epimorphism
fromH. Thus we must show that if  is any word inBZB which is trivial in G, then  is trivial
in H.
Let  be a word in BZB which is trivial in G. De"ne m() to be the minimal weight of any
letter in . Suppose m()"k. B is "nite and so m()  3B is bounded. Thus it su$ces to
eliminate the letters in  of weight k by exchanging them for letters of higher weight.
In G

/(G

), "e. Thus the letters in  of weight k must add up to zero in G

/(G

), and so
come in canceling pairs.
If "xbybz for some words x, y and a letter b of weight k, then we can eliminate b and
b using the relations bab"ac(b, a), and bab"c(a, b)a.
If "xbybz, then "bbxbybzbb"bx
yz
b, where x
"bxb and z
"bzb. By
induction on the ordered pair
(!m(), the number of letters in  of weight m()),
x
yz
 is trivial. 
Let C

(G), n*1, be the free [G]-module generated by expressions of the form
b

, b

,2, b
with b

3B for each i, and subject to the relations
b	 ,2, b	"(!1)	
	b ,2, b.
De"ne C


(G)G with generator  . wt(b

,2, b)"wt(b )#2#wt(b ). wt( )"0.
Remark 6.2. For convenience we will adopt the convention that the "rst entry b

in b

,2, b
will be allowed to be a word in the elements ofBZB. These more general symbols are uniquely
determined in terms of the old ones using the additional relations
1. b, b

,2, b"!bb, b ,2, b for all b3B
2. ab, b

,2, b"a, b ,2, b#ab, b ,2, b if a and b are words.
If a"b then 2 implies 1, so the above relations are consistent.
We will prove the following Theorem in Section 7. (See [24,25] for related results.)
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Theorem 6.3. There are G-module homomorphisms


:C

(G)PC

(G)
such that
1. (CH(G),H ) is a free chain resolution of , with  :C
 (G)P the augmentation homomorphism.
2. 

(b

,2, b)" (!1)(b!1)b ,2,bK  ,2, b#	 (!1)	bb	c(b , b	 ), b ,2,
bK

,2,bK 	 ,2, b# terms of higher weight.
De"ne a "ltration on
DH(G)
" 

CH (G)
by letting FlD

(G) be the submodule generated by those generators b

,2, b of D (G) with
weight*l. By Theorem 6.3 2, the associated graded chain complex, GDH (G), is isomorphic to
the Koszul complex of the associated graded Lie ring of G. Thus, we have a "ltration
FlHH(G)"ImageHH (F
lDH(G))PHH(DH(G)),HH(G)
and a May spectral sequence as follows.
Corollary 6.4 (May). There is a spectral sequence with
E

"H	

(GDH (G))  H(G),
where H	 means the weight p homology of the Lie ring G.
Ell

FlH

(G)
FlH

(G)
.
Proof. This is just the standard spectral sequence associated to a "ltered chain complex. See, for
instance [23]. For G of class k!1, the spectral sequence converges since, by Lemma 5.7, E

0
for p'n(k!1). 
Consider the group presentation for F/F

given by Lemma 6.1 whereB"Z
	
B
	
andB
	
is the
set of ordered basic commutators of weight k. Then the chain complex of Theorem 6.3 has, as
associated graded complex, the Koszul complex of the Lie ring L

. We have the following
Corollary:
Corollary 6.5. H

(L

)H

(F/F

) for i)3. Furthermore,
FlH

(F/F

)
FlH

(F/F

)
Hl	

(L

)
(mNl
!Nl ) for k#1)l)2k!1,
0 otherwise.
and FH

(F/F

)0. In particular,
H

F
F





(mN

!N

).
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Proof. By a well-known result of Pickle [39], H

(F/F

;)H

(L

;) for all i. For the above
rational isomorphisms to hold, the relevant di!erentials in the May spectral sequence of Corollary
6.4 cannot reduce rank. Since H

(L

) is torsion free for i)3 by Theorem 5.9, Lemma 5.3 and
Corollary 5.5, E

is torsion free for p#q)3, and so, E

E

for p#q)3.
FlH

(F/F

)
FlH

(F/F

)
EllEllH
l	

(L

)
(mNl
!Nl ),
0,
where the last isomorphism comes from Theorem 5.9. As all terms E

are free, there are no
extension problems, and as the spectral sequence converges to HH(F/F ), the result follows. 
To complete our computation of the group homology, we must compute the homomorphisms
l :H
F
FlPH
F
F

.
We do so by equating the above homology "ltration with another "ltration de"ned using the
homomorphisms l . We need the following Lemma. Here DH(l) denotes DH(F/Fl ).
Lemma 6.6. For all n)3 and s,
FH

(DH(l))H(FDH (l)).
The homomorphisms
H

(FlDH(l))PH (F
lDH(k))
are onto for l*k.
Proof. As in Corollary 6.4, weights give a "ltration of the chain complex FDH(k), and we get
a spectral sequence
E

"H	

(G(FDH(k)))  H(FDH (k)),
where G(FDH(k)) is the associated graded chain complex to the "ltration of FDH(k) given by
weights.
H	

(G(FDH (k)))
l
H	

(lH (k))
H	

(L

) p*s,
0 otherwise.
The "ltration preserving inclusion of chain complexes
FDH(k)LDH (k),
induces a homomorphism of spectral sequences which is an isomorphism on E

terms for p*s.
We observed in proving Corollary 6.5, that all di!erentials involving terms EH

in the spectral
sequence for DH(k), with p#q)3, must be trivial. So comparing spectral sequences, the di!eren-
tials in the spectral sequence for FDH(k) must also vanish in this range. So, the EE
for p#q)3 in both spectral sequences. Since all E

, p)3, are torsion free,
H

(FDH(k))PFH (DH(k)) is an isomorphism for n)3 and all s.
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Now compare the spectral sequences forFDH(k#1) andFDH(k) via the quotient homomor-
phism F/(F

)PF/F

. This determines an epimorphism on E

terms for p#q)3 and
s*k#2, and since the relevant di!erentials vanish for both spectral sequences,
H

(FDH(k#1))PH (FDH(k))
is onto for s*k#2, proving the theorem. 
Consider another "ltration
JlH

F
F

"Imagel :H
F
Fl
PH
F
F

.
Theorem 6.7. The xltration JlH

(F/F

) satisxes
JlH

F
F

"FlH
F
F

.
In particular,
0"JH

F
F

L2LJH
F
F

"H
F
F


with associated graded terms
JlH

(F/F

)
JlH

(F/F

)
(mNl!Nl)
and x3ker(l ) if and only if x3Image(l ), for k)l)2k!1.
Proof. Consider the following diagram:
The vertical homomorphisms are onto by de"nition and the top homomorphism is onto for
l*k by Lemma 6.6. Since H

(FlDH (l))F
lH

(F/Fl)"H(F/Fl ) by Lemma 6.6 and
Corollary 6.5,
JlH

F
F

"Image()"Image()"FlH
F
F


for all l*k. 
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The following well-known result is due to Stallings [42], and needed in Section 8. Although
easily proven by the weighting techniques used above, the original proof seems too elementary to
merit the inclusion of a proof here.
Lemma 6.8 (Stallings). The homomorphism H

(F/(F

))PH

(F/F

) is zero.
7. Proof of Theorem 6.3
We have completed a large portion of our journey, having computed the low-dimensional group
homology of F/F

, and the Lie ring homology of the associated graded Lie ring. However, the
above computations are not complete, as the group homology computation used a chain complex
(Theorem 6.3) which we have yet to construct. We "rst constructed the chain complex given here
geometrically using the theory of pictures introduced in [26], which in turn was based on a theorem
originally due to Whitehead [4,40,44]. We provide a purely algebraic proof of Theorem 6.3.
However, it seems highly unlikely we would have discovered this argument without the geometric
input from pictures. In particular, the fundamental Lemma 7.5 was clearly suggested from the
geometry of pictures but seems altogether obscure algebraically. On top of the added simplicity of
the proof, this proof gives an algorithmic procedure for computing a [G] chain resolution of .
We conclude this section with a summary and example demonstrating this algorithm.
The proofs involve the introduction of a new notion we call the pseudoweight. We "lter the
group ring [G] by ideals using the ordering of the elements in the basis B for G. This gives
a weight related "ltration on the group ring, which by Lemma 7.6 is used to identify strong notions
of exactness in our "ltered chain complexes.
For a nilpotent group GG/G

with torsion free quotients G

/(G

), totally order the elements
of B. Consider a reduced presentation as given in Section (6),
G"B  ab(c(a, b))ab for all a(b3B.
The chain complex
C

(G)
/P C

(G)
/
P C


(G)PP0
is exact where C

(G) is free on a for a3B, and C

(G) is free on elements a, b, a(b3B. Here,


(b)"b!1 for all b3B,


a, b"(a!1)b!(b!1)a#abc(a,b).
Let z3B be an element of maximal weight, and let GM " G/z. Suppose wt(z)"k. De"ne
homomorphisms q :C

(G)PC

(GM ) by q(a

,2, a)"a ,2, a if aOz for any i, and 0 other-
wise.
Note that ker[G]P[GM ] is generated as a [G] module by the element z!1 and therefore
the kernel of q :C

(G)PC

(GM ) is generated by terms of the form a

,2, a , z and
(z!1)a

,2, a where a ,2, aOz. This plays a fundamental role in the Pseudoweight Lemma
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7.6 below. Note that the homomorphism q :CH (G)PCH (GM ) is a chain homomorphism in degrees
i)2.
Lemma 7.1. z!1 is not a zero divisor of [G].
Proof. 	3[G] has a unique decomposition into a sum 


n


) g3[G]. Each element of G can be
uniquely written as a reduced product of the elements of B and their inverses where the elements
appear in increasing order in the product, using the relations ab (c (a, b))ab and the collection
process for commutators. It follows that the maximal exponent of z in 	 is well de"ned. Thus,
(z!1)	"0 implies 	"0. 
De5nition 7.2. Let Il"ker[G]P[G/Gl], l*1. Let I
"[G]. We say that x3C(G) has
pseudoweight*h if
x3 
	

I
	
)C	

(G).
We write wt(x)*h. (By contrast, for x of honest weight h we write wt(x)"h.)
De5nition 7.3. Given "b

,2, b, de"ne the molecule M by
M" (!1)(b!1)b ,2,bK  ,2, b
# (!1)	b

b
	
c(b

, b
	
), b

,2,bK  ,2,bK 	 ,2, b.
De5nition 7.4. Let (C

(G),

), i)n#1 be a [G] partial resolution of . We say (C

(G),

) satis"es
the Pseudoweight Condition in dimension n if the following is true: Any n-cycle c3C

(G) has wt(c)*h
if and only if there is an element d3C

(G) with wt(d)*h and 

(d)"c.
We need the following Lemma.
Lemma 7.5. Suppose that for any generator 3C

(G),


()"M#(terms of weight'wt()).
Then if  is a generator of C

and wt()"h, wt(

(M ))'h.
Proof. We use the notation ()"M! (). Then wt(())'wt() and ()"M!(). We
also write
c(a,b)"

f

(a, b)g

(a, b),
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where g

(a, b)3B,$f

(a, b)3G, f

(a, b)3G and
	"
(!1)	 if i(k(j,
(!1)	 if k(i(j or i(j(k.
With this notation a long computation gives us
M

2
" (!1)(a

!1)a


,2,a(  ,2, a
# (!1)	a

a
	
f (a , a	 )g(a , a	),2,a(  ,2,a( 	 ,2, a
"! (!1)(a

!1)(a

2a( 2a )
! 
	
(!1)	a

a
	
f (a , a	 )(g (a , a	 ), a
 ,2,a(  ,2,a( 	 ,2, a)
# 
	
	a

a

a
	
f

(a

, a
	
)(1![a

, a

a
	
f

(a

, a
	
)])g

(a

, a
	
),2,a(  , a( 	 , a(  ,2
# 
	l
(!1)	l(a

a
	
f

(a

, a
	
)a

al f
(a

, al )!aalf(a , al)aa	 f (a , a	 ))
g

(a

, a
	
), g

(a

, al),2,a(  ,a( 	 ,a(  ,a( l ,2
"
	
	a

a
	
f

(a

, a
	
)g

(a

, a
	
)a

[g

(a

, a
	
), a

],2,a(  ,a( 	 ,a(  ,2
This has pseudoweight'h"wta


,2, a because of the following:
1. By assumption
wt((g (a , a	), a
 ,2,a(  ,2,a( 	 ,2, a ))'h
and
wt((a

2a( 2a ))'h!wt(a ).
Therefore the "rst two sums have pseudoweight'h.
2. [a

, a

a
	
 f

(a

, a
	
)] has weight'wt(a

) and
wt(g

(a

, a
	
),2,a(  ,a( 	 ,a(  ,2)*h!wt(a ).
Therefore each summand in the third sum has pseudoweight'h.
3. The term a

a
	
f

(a

, a
	
)a

alf
(a

, al)!aalf (a , al)aa	 f (a , a	 ) has augmentation zero and thus
has pseudoweight*1 by de"nition. Since each generator of C

in the fourth sum has weight
*h, the fourth sum has pseudoweight*h#1.
4. The terms in the last sum also have weight *h. Therefore only the augmentations of the
coe$cients are relevant. These are$1 depending on the sign of f

(a

, a
	
). But
sgn( f

(a

, a
	
))[g

(a

, a
	
), a

]"[[a

, a
	
], a

]
modulo F

where w"wt(a

)#wt(a
	
)#wt(a

) and [[a

, a
	
], a

]![[a

, a

], a
	
]#
[[a
	
, a

], a

]3F

by Jacobi. Therefore the "nal sum has pseudoweight*h#1. 
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Lemma 7.6 (Pseudoweight Lemma). Suppose we have a commuting diagram with exact rows as
follows:
Suppose also that 

:C

(G)PC

(G) is given as in Theorem 6.3 and that

	
, z"(!1)	(z!1)#
	
, z
for each generator "a

,2, a	3C	(G) for j"n!1, n. If the bottom row satisxes the pseudo-
weight condition in dimension n, then so does the top row. Furthermore, the condition is satisxed
compatibly in the sense that for any cycle c3C

(G) with pseudoweight*h and any x3C

(GM ) with
weight *h so that q(c)"

(x) there is a y3C

(G) of weight *h so that q(y)"x and


(y)"c.
Proof. Suppose c3C

(G) with wt(c)*h and 

(c)"0. Then wt(q(c))*h and 

(q(c))"0. The
chain homomorphism qH is onto. So by hypothesis there is an element x3C(G) with


(q(x))"q(c) and wt(q(x))*h. Furthermore, one easily sees from the de"nition of q that we can
assume wt(x)*h.
Let "c!

(x). Then q()"0. Hence,
"

f



, z#

g

(z!1)

.
where 

,

have the form 

"a

,2, a,"b ,2, b.
We claim



g



, z" (!1)g (z!1)#g , z
" (!1)g

(z!1)

#g






, z. (1)



(!1)g



, z". (2)
Here 




"



! where  is the sum of all summands hc

,2, c of  such that some
c

"z. The last equality in Eq. (1) follows since c

,2, c"0 whenever c"c	 for some iOj.
To show Eq. (2) note that 

()"

(c!

(x))"0. So
0"

()"

( f



, z# g

(z!1)

)
"

( f



, z# g

(z!1)

!

( (!1)g



, z))
"

( f



, z! (!1)g






, z)
"( f





, z# (!1)g



, z)
# (z!1)( (!1)f



!g






)"A#B.
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But A and B are in di!erent summands of C

(G), so A"B"0. By Lemma 7.1, z!1 is not
a zero divisor, so
 f





, z# (!1)g



, z"0.
Combined with Eq. (1) this gives Eq. (2). Butg

b

, z has weight*h and lies in the kernel of q so
y"x#g



, z has weight*h,

y"c and q(y)"q(x) so the pseudoweight condition is
satis"ed in a compatible way. 
Proof of Theorem 6.3 Assume 

:C

(G)PC

(G) has been de"ned for i)n. Let M3C (G) be
a molecule. By Lemma 7.5, wt(

(M))'wt(). By the Pseudoweight Lemma 7.6, there is an
element ()3C

(G) such that 

(())"

(M ), and such that wt(())'wt().
De"ne the atom A"M!(). De"ne  :CPC by


()"A .
One easily checks that 

commutes with q. This is immediate for generators "a

,2, a
with some a

"z since both q() and q(

)"0 in that case. The other cases follow from the
compatibility condition.
Last we note that since we have a chain homomorphism q :C

(G)PC

(GM ) suitably de"ned on
generators, CH (G) satis"es the Pseudoweight Condition for all n, so a fortiori, CH(G) is exact. This
completes the proof. 
The discussion above gives us an e!ective procedure for constructing the chain complex
(CH(G),). We will now outline this `atomica algorithm and give an example.
We assume that the partial resolution
C

(G)PC

(G)P2PC


(G)
of  has been constructed for some n*2. To give the next boundary map 

:C

(G)PC

(G)
we need to give a formula for the atom A"() for any "a ,2, a where
a

(2(a

.
We begin the algorithm by setting all elements z'a

ofB equal to 1. Then the "rst approxima-
tion to the atom A is given by
FA"M!(a ,2, a)a
"A
 2
a

#(!1)(a

!1)a

,2, a
# 

(!1)a

a

[a

, a

], a

,2,a(  ,2, a, (3)
where (

)"M!A for "a ,2, a. Indeed, calculation shows that this is a cycle if
a

is central in G:
FA"¸(A , a)!(A a)
# ¸(

, a

)#(!1)a

(A!(A )) (4)
Here we use the notation ¸(

, a

) for the a

-commutator terms in , a

, i.e.,
¸(

, a

) is the summation that occurs in (3) above. We extend linearly to de"ne
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¸(A , a)"g¸( , a) if A"g . "FA!A is the di!erence between the atom and
the "rst approximation de"ned in (3). Thus 

(g



)"g

(FA!A ) for any g3C(G).
Finally (A)"(g )"(zgz) so a(A!(A ))"(ag!ga) . If a is
central in G then the a

-commutator terms in FA are zero and  (A a)"0 in C(G)
by induction on n. Therefore FA is a cycle and A"FA and ()"0 in C(G).
If a

is not central in G then we make the following recursive construction of 

()3C

(G/G

)
as z runs from a

to the maximal element of B where G

is the subgroup of G generated by all
x'z3B.
1. 

()"0 since FA goes to zero in C(G/G ).
2. Express each coe$cient of FA and  () in `collecteda form as words xx2 in the elements
of B so that x

)x

)2 . This allows us to construct a lifting M 

()3C

(G/G

) of 

()
where z
'z is the next element of B.
3. FA!M  ()""g , z
 as given in Eq. (2) in the proof of Pseudoweight Lemma 7.6.
4. Let 

()"M 

()#g



, z
.
When z becomes maximal in B then we are done with 

()"

().
Example 7.7. Consider the case G"F/F

where m"3. Then
Ga,b, c, x, y, z  abxab,bcybc,aczac, x, y, z central,
where a, b, c have weight 1 and x, y, z weight 2. Here we used the ordering a(b(c(x(y(z.
Computation shows that
M

"(abc!bca)y#(cab!abc)x!(bca!cab)zz
"abc((1!xz)y#(yz!1)x#(y!x)z).
This has pseudoweight 4. We need to "nd an element of C

(G) of weight *4 with the same
boundary. Since (a, b, c)"0, FA

"M

and our algorithm tells us to pass "rst to C

(G/G

)
where 

(a, b, c)"0 and then to C

(G/G

) where M

"abc((1!x)y#(y!1)x). In G/G

the generator y is maximal. The term abc(y!1)x together with Eq. (2) gives us
M

"!abcx, y
Now, we use our canonical lift to C

(G):
(M

#abcx,y)"abc((x!xz)y#(yz!y)x#(y!x)z)
"abc(y(z!1)x!x(z!1)y#(y!x)z)
"!(abcyx, z!abcxy, z),
where the last line is determined by the terms with (z!1) from the previous line. The conclusion is
that the atom 

a, b, c"A

is given by
A

"M

#abcx, y#abcyx, z!abcxy, z.
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8. Computing 

(K

)
Recall that K(k) "K(F/F

,1) and K

is the quotient space of K(k) obtained by identifying to
a point the image of the inclusion SPK(k) induced from the quotient homomorphism of
groups, FPF/F

. The central extension F/(F

)PF/F

has kernel F

/(F

)N

 [35].K(2) is
a torus. By a simple induction, we can assume the space K(k) is a manifold and the map
K(k#1)PK(k)
is a bundle map with "ber a torus we denote ¹

. This bundle is classi"ed by a map
K(k)PKH
F
F

, 2"P
which is an isomorphism on second homology. The homomorphism H

(F/(F

))PH

(F/F

) is
zero by Lemma 6.8. Since K(H

(F/F

), 2) is 1-connected, the map K(k)PK(H

(F/F

), 2) can be
assumed to factor through K

and we get pull back squares as follows:
We have the following diagram:
The bottom square is a pushout square. The vertical maps are bundle maps pulled back from the
universal torus bundleSPP using the map K

PK(H

(K

), 2)P which induces
an isomorphism on second homology. One readily checks the top square is also a pushout
diagram.
Lemma 8.1. There are maps 

P

such that the following diagram commutes:
The homomorphisms 

(

)P

(K

) are isomorphisms for every k.
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Proof. Consider the following diagram where * represents the constant map or the basepoint,
depending on context:
If we take pushouts of the four diagrams obtained by deleting the horizontal arrows we get


,K

,

,K

. The horizontal arrows give us a sequence of induced maps


PK

P

PK

.
These maps are well de"ned up to homotopy since all spaces areK(,1)'s. Inserting the composition
maps 

P

, K

PK

we obtain a homotopy commuting diagram
Taking 

gives us the desired diagram.
Since the "ber of the map 

PK

is a torus, and therefore a K(,1) space, the homomorphism


(

)P

(K

) is an isomorphism from the homotopy sequence of a "bration. 
Lemma 8.2. The spaces 

are 2-connected. In particular, the Hurwewicz homomorphisms


(

)PH

(

) are isomorphisms.
Proof. Comparing the homotopy exact sequence for the "brations


PK

and SPP"KH
F
F

, 2
shows that the boundary homomorphism


(K

)P

(¹

)
is an isomorphism. The result is immediate from the exact sequence


(¹

)P

()P

(K

)P

(¹

)P

(

)P

(K

),
using that the "ber, ¹

, is a K(,1) complex, and that 

(K

)0. 
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Thus, to compute 

(K

) it su$ces to make homology computations for the spaces 

. We will
show that 

has a chain complex su$ciently similar to the space K(k#1) to allow the needed
computations.
Consider the subcomplex of
CH
F
F

 	"DH(k#1),
generated by those generators of DH of the form a ,2 where at least n!1 of the  's are in
F

/(F

), and the remaining 

's are generators of F. This forms a subcomplex easily seen to be
isomorphic to the usual -module cellular chain complex used to compute the homology of the
group F¹

. (In fact, all di!erentials are zero, and the chains are isomorphic to
DH(F)H (F/(F)) as weighted chain complexes, where the weighting on the subcomplex is
induced from the weighting on DH(k#1)). With this weighting, we get a "ltration preserving
pushout diagram of chain complexes
where all chain complexes are the -module chain complexes used to compute the appropriate
group homology. In particular, the chain complex DH ( ) is "ltered by weight.
Lemma 8.3. The inclusion induced homomorphism
H

(S¹

)PH

(K(k#1))
has image equal to
FH

(K(k#1))FH

F
F

.
The composition
H

(¹

)PH

(S¹

)PH

(K(k#1))
is the zero homomorphism.
Proof. Consider the homomorphism of May-like spectral sequences (as in Corollary 6.4) asso-
ciated to the weighted chain complexes
DH(S¹ ) and DH(K(k#1)).
This gives a commutative diagram where the left vertical homomorphism comes form the spectral
sequence for DH (S¹ ) and the middle vertical homomorphism comes from the spectral
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sequence for DH (K(k#1)).
The right most vertical homomorphism is induced from the quotient homomorphism
FDH(k#1)P	H (k#1).
The right most horizontal homomorphisms are isomorphisms. The two left vertical homomor-
phisms are all onto, so the right vertical homomorphism is onto as well.
H

(S¹

)H

(FDH (S¹ ))
and so, we must show the inclusion
FDH(S¹ )P	H (k#1)
induces an epimorphism on third homology.
Observe that the chain complex DH (S¹ ) is already a graded complex. In fact, all
di!erentials are zero. So as in Proposition 5.4, for any weight , there is a spectral sequence
E

"H	

(S)
F

F

NH	 (S¹ ).
This spectral sequence collapses, and
H	

(S¹

)H	

(S)
F

F

.
Now compare this spectral sequence for "2k#1 with the weight 2k#1 spectral sequence of
Proposition 5.4, used to compute H	

(L

). In both spectral sequences, the only non-zero
term with p#q)3 is the term E

, and the homomorphism of spectral sequences is an
isomorphism on this term. Since the "rst spectral sequence collapses, the homomorphism of
E

terms is onto, proving the theorem.
The split subgroup H

(¹

) in H

(S¹

) is the weight 3k homology. By Corollary 6.5,
FH

(K(k#1))0. So the composition
H

(¹

)PH

(S¹

)PH

(K(k#1))
factors through zero, concluding the proof. 
Proposition 8.4. cokerH

(K(k#1))PH

(

)(mN

!N

) and


(K

)H

(

)



(mN

!N

).
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Proof. The homomorphisms in the following Meier}Vietoris sequence associated to the pushout
diagram describing DH() are "ltration preserving, since the chain complex homomorphisms are
"ltration preserving.
H

(S¹

)PH

(K(k#1))H

(¹

)PH

(

)
PH

(S¹

)PH

(K(k#1))H

(¹

)P0.
Since the map S¹

P¹

splits, we have the following diagram of homomorphisms and
groups where the bottom row is exact:
Since the top horizontal homomorphism is onto by Lemma 8.3, the following sequence is exact:
0 & H(K(k#1))
FH

(K(k#1)) & H ( ) &
H

(¹

) & H (K(k#1)) & 0.
By Corollary 6.5, letting 

"mN

!N

, this sequence becomes
0 & 



 & H

(

) & mN

 & N

 & 0.
Since all the relevant groups are free, the theorem follows from a dimension count. 
Lemma 8.5. The homomorphisms
H

(

)PH

(

)
factor through
H

(K(k#1))PH

(

)
and the resulting homomorphism
H

(

)PH

(K(k#1))
is onto.
Proof. For a chain complex CH , de"ne C[ H by
C[

"
C

for n*2,
0 for n)1.
Then the projection CHPC[ H induces an isomorphism on nth homology for n*3.
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Note that D[ H(K(k))D[ H(K). So the maps of spaces K(k#1)P , PK and
K(k#1)PK

induce maps of chain complexes
D[ H()PD[ H (K)QD[ H (K(k#1))PD[ H ().
The middle homomorphism is an isomorphism, so the composition induces the desired factoriz-
ation on third homology. 
Lemma 8.6. ker (

)LImage (

).
Proof. Consider the following homomorphism of short exact sequences:
 is induced from the left most square of the diagram. By Proposition 8.4,
coker()(mN

!N

).
coker()(mN

!N

).
The homomorphism 

" where
 :H

(

)P H(K(k#1))
FH

(K(k#1))
comes from the homomorphism of Lemma 8.5. Since  is onto by Lemma 8.5, a diagram chase
shows "0.
By the Snake Lemma, there is an exact sequence
0Pker() P ker(

)Pcoker()
P coker()Pcoker(

)Pcoker()P0.
The right most homomorphism and the connecting homomorphism are isomorphisms by
dimension counts, since they are free abelian groups. So ker(

)LImage(). 
De"ne a "ltration by setting
JlH(

)"Imagel :H(l)PH ( ).
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The isomorphisms of Lemma 8.1, 

(

)P

(K

), send the above "ltration to the "ltration
Jl

(K

) of Theorem 4.2. So coker(

)coker(

)(mN

!N

) by Theorem 3.1 5.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. The following is exact sequence where the middle terms come from the
homomorphism 

:H

(

)PH

(

) and Proposition 8.4.
0Pker(

)P 



P



P

P0.
Here again, 

"mN

!N

. Thus,
ker(

)



(mN

!N

).
Using Lemma 8.6 and the fact that all groups H

(

) are free, we conclude,
ker(l )
l


(mN

!N

).
So,
Image(l )


l
(mN

!N

).
So,
lH

(

)
lH

(

)
(mNl!Nl) torsion.
Since
lH

(l)
lH

(l )
(mNl!Nl)
and lH

(l)P
lH

(

) is onto by de"nition, the torsion is zero and
lH

(

)
lH

(

)
(mNl!Nl).
By a dimension count, using Proposition 8.4, JH

(

)0. 
9. The Igusa theory of pictures
This section gives a brief review of the Igusa Theory of Pictures for representing homology
classes as structured graphs. These graphs, or pictures are based on a theorem originally due to
Whitehead [4,40,45]. These picture representations of homology classes play a role in a concluding
section where we extend the notion of Milnor's invariants to pictures and give examples. We give
only the briefest review, omitting proofs. More detailed treatments can be found in [26,43] and [2].
Let G be a group and let X R be a presentation where X is a set of generators, and R is
a reduced set of relations, i.e.,RR". The group presentation determines a free partial chain
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resolution of 
C

PC

PC


P,
where C

is the free  module on the set of relations R, C

is the free  module on the set of
generators X, and C


is a free  module on a single generator. Here


[x]"x!1
and


[x

2x

]"[x

]#x

[x

]#2#x

x

2x

[x

],
where we use the convention that [x]"!x[x] for x3X. This is well known and easily seen
to be the low-dimensional augmented cellular chain complex of the universal cover of the
classifying space for the group G, where the cellular structure is determined by the
group presentation. One easily checks that this is isomorphic to the complex of Theorem 6.3. The
isomorphism takes the 2-chain generator a, b to the 2-chain generator [ab(c(a, b))ab].
In [26], the module of pictures,P, for a group G is de"ned as follows. An element ofP is a "nite
planar graph such that
(1) every edge is oriented and labeled by an element in the set of generators, X,
(2) at each vertex a face is chosen incident to that vertex as a base point direction, and indicated by
*,
(3) at every vertex one can read a word in the generators of the group, G, by reading the labels of
the incident edges in a counterclockwise direction around the vertex starting at the base point
direction, with the labels inverted for an edge oriented away from the vertex. For each vertex
this word is required to be a reduced word in R or R.
Example 9.1. A picture is given below for the group
F
F

"x, y,  xx,yy,xyxy .
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Two such graphs are said to be equivalent if they agree under the obvious notion of structured
isotopy or if they di!er in one of the following ways.
1. A circular edge, labeled by an element of X, with no vertices and with nothing inside, can be
added or deleted in any empty region.
2. Two pictures are equivalent if they agree everywhere except in a 2-disk, where they di!er as
follows:
3. Pairs of vertices can be canceled if they represent inverse relations in R and if a path can be
drawn from the corresponding base point directions without crossing any edges of the picture.
The "rst two moves will be called edge concordance.
The set P forms a left [G] module if addition of pictures is given by disjoint union, additive
inverse is given by taking the mirror image of a picture and reversing the orientations of the edges
and if the action of a generator f3X on a picture is de"ned by encircling the picture by an edge with
no vertices, labeled by the generator f, and oriented clockwise around the picture.
De"ne a [G]-module homomorphism PPker(

)LC

as follows. If ¸ is a picture, draw
a smooth embedded path fromR to the vertex, meeting the vertex in the base point direction,
intersecting no vertices in the interior of the path, and intersecting the edges of ¸ transversely. One
obtains a word g in the free group on the generatorsXX by associating, for each time this path
crosses an edge of ¸, the generator with which that edge is labeled, and taking the product of these
generators in the order determined by the path. The label is inverted if the edge crosses the path
from left to right. If r is the relation represented by the vertex, one associates an element g[r]3C

.
Here we use the convention that if R is a reduced set of relations, and r3R, then [r]"![r].
Summing these elements ofC

together, one element for each vertex of ¸, gives the desired image of
¸ in ker(

)LC

.
Example 9.2. The partial picture below represents the 2-chain
x

x

[x

x

x

].
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Example 9.3. The picture in Example 9.1 gives the chain
(x!1)[r

]!(y!1)[r

]#(!1)[r

],
where r

"xx, r

"yy and r

"xyxy. (This is M
"A"


x, y,.)
In [26], the following is proven.
Theorem 9.4 (Igusa). P

(EG	), where EG	 is the two skeleton of an equivariant cell decomposi-
tion for the total space EG of the classifying space BG of G. In particular, the following sequences are
exact:
0PPPC

PC

PC


PP0,
0PH

(G)PPPCPImage()P0.
10.  invariants of pictures for F/F

In this section, tensor products are over [F/F

] unless otherwise noted.
Having completed the proof of the k-slice conjecture, Theorem 4.1, which geometrically inter-
prets the vanishing of Milnor invariants, this section de"nes  -invariants of pictures for F/F

.
Proofs are only outlined. We emphasize that the results of this section, most likely, have only
theoretical interest, answering a natural question arising from the previous results in this paper. In
most cases, computation using these methods is harder than the already formidable task of
computing  -invariants of links.
We have seen that the group 

(K

) is a sum of abelian groups (mN

!N

) that, roughly
speaking, carry the information of the length i#1 Milnor invariants (Theorems 4.2 and 3.1).
The Hurewicz homomorphism, 

(K

)PH

(K

)H

(F/F

), is an epimorphism killing an
(mN

!N

) summand. Thus, by arguments analogous to those already given, H

(F/F

)
contains an invariant for based links with vanishing Milnor invariants of length )k. This
invariant vanishes for a based link if and only if the Milnor invariants of length)2k!1 vanish
for that link.
By the Universal Coe$cient Theorem and (Corollary 6.5) the fact that H

(F/F

) is torsion free,
there is an isomorphism
H
F
F

homH
F
F

;,
given by evaluating a cocycle on a cycle. So there should be cocycle representatives, similar to
Milnor's invariants, and de"ned using the Magnus expansion. We give formulae for these cocycles,
and show they span the cohomology. In particular, one can use these formulae to distinguish three
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dimensional cycles representing homology classes inH

(F/F

). We show how to compute the value
of these cocycles on any picture for F/F

and how to construct a picture, from a link projection,
representing the link invariant in H

(F/F

).
10.1. Some useful isomorphisms
We will use two presentations for the free nilpotent group F/F

. The "rst is the presentation
given in Section 6.3 using the ordered set of basic commutatorsB. The associated chain complex is
denoted CH(F/F), consistently with the rest of the paper.
The other group presentation for F/F

is the following:
x

,2, x  all weight*k basic commutators in x 's, (5)
where the x

's represent generators for F/[F,F]. As in Section 9, this determines, in dimensions
)2, a [F/F

] chain resolution of . This has a one-dimensional generator for each generator in
the group presentation (5) and a two-dimensional generator for each basic commutator of weight
*k. We extend this to a chain complex EH by de"ning E0 for all i*2.
In what follows, we give F

/F


a [F/F

] module structure by setting g ) r"grg.
First consider the chain complex EHF/F
 . Consider the di!erential 1 in the chain
complex EHF/F
 .



F

F


E


F

F


/P E



F

F



F

F


.
Under this homomorphism,
(	

,2,	)C (1)( ([x]	 ))" (x!1)	"



[x

,	

].
So
(

1)E
F

F


"
F

F


, (6)
since F

is generated by commutators [x,] with 3F

and x generating F/[F,F]. (See, for
instance [35].)
Now construct a graded group H by setting 
"E
F/F , "EF/(F) and


"0 for i*2. Let fH :EHF/F
PH be the homomorphism induced by the quotient
homomorphisms of F

/F


PF

/F
	
described above. By Eq. (6), 

1 descends to a homomor-
phism  :

P


. The following Lemma implies that fH :EHF/F
PH is a chain map.
Lemma 10.1. f

 (

1)"0.
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Proof. This is an easy induction using the Fox Calculus and omitted for brevity. 
We now consider the other chain complex CH(F/F).
We have (see, for instance [26] or [3, p. 90]), a [F/F

] homomorphism
 : C

F
F


/P Image (

)
F

F


, (7)
where F


is the commutator subgroup of F

. (g[r])"gr g  where g is a lifting of g to F.
By Theorem 9.4, and using the function  de"ned in formula (7), there is an exact sequence as
follows.
0PP
n
P C

(P F
F


P0.
This gives a long exact coe$cient sequence of homology groups
H
EHC
F
F

PHEH
F

F



PH


(EHP)
n
PH


(EHC). (8)
H

(EHC )0,
since C

is a free module.
H


(EHP)P,
H


(EHC )C .
So ker nH

(F/F

) and we have proven the following Lemma.
Isomorphism Lemma 1. H

(F/F

,F

/F


)H

(EHF/F
 )
PH

(F/F

) is an isomorphism.
This Lemma is not new, and may be derived from the spectral sequence of the group
extension F

PFPF/F

. It is intriguing to try to compute H

(F/F

) using this isomorphism, but
we have not been able to do so. The abelianization of F

is quite unwieldy. However, this Lemma
together with the computation of H

(F/F

) is useful for proving the following Isomorphism
Lemma which gives a chain complex well suited for showing our forthcoming cocycle formulae
span.
Isomorphism Lemma 2. ( f

)H : H(EHF/F
)PH (H ) is an isomorphism.
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Proof. We have the following commutative diagram with exact rows:
By Eq. (6) and the Snake Lemma,  is onto. Using Corollary 6.5, Isomorphism Lemma 1 and
a dimension count,  induces an isomorphism ( f

)H : H(EHF/F
 )H(H ) as claimed. 
Thus we have isomorphisms from Isomorphism Lemmas 1 and 2,
Let  be the -module homomorphism
 :C

F
F

PE
F

F

, (9)
given by (g[r])"D(g )g rg , where if g"a

2a

with the a

's generating F/[F,F], then
D(g )"[a

]#a

[a

]#2#a

a

2a

[a

].
Here again, we use the convention that [a]"!a[a]. It is immediate from Lemma 10.1 that
 is well de"ned.
Isomorphism Lemma 3. The homomorphism  of formula (9) induces an isomorphism
H

F
F

PH (H ).
Proof. Recall that 
	
[r
	
]3P if and only if (
	
[r
	
])"0. But
1(
	
[r
	
])3kerPPC


if and only if (
	
)"0 for all j where  is the augmentation on [F/F

].
Assume y"1
	
[r
	
]3H

(F/F

)LP(F/F

), i.e., (
	
[r
	
])"0 and (
	
)"0 for all j.
A straightforward computation gives   (y)"!y. Since  is an isomorphism, so is . 
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10.2. Dexning the cocycles
Consider the following composition where  is the homomorphism of Eq. (9):
C

F
F


/PP
F
F


	P E


F

F





F

F

		P F
F


n2nl)P . (10)
Here, proj
	
is projection onto the quotient F

/(F

) of the jth coordinate. For
k!1)l)2k!1, the homomorphism 
n2nl 	
extracts the coe$cient (n

,2,nl ) from the
Magnus expansion  of Section 2).
De5nition 10.2. Given a picture ¸3P(F/F

), let 
n 2nl _		 (¸) denote the value, at the picture ¸, of
the homomorphism de"ned by Formula (10).
Let  be a trivial [G] module. Recall that a G equivariant cocycle C

(G)P descends to
a G module homomorphism PP. The composition
H

(G)LPP
represents, in hom (H
(G);), the image of the cohomology class represented by this cocycle.
Lemma 10.3. The -module homomorphism

n 2nl _		 :P
F
F

P
is [F/F

]-equivariant, and therefore represents a cocycle in H(F/F

).
Proof. For a generator x3F,
(x ) g[r])"[x]x )(g[r])#(g[r]).
An element y3C

is inP if and only if (y)"0. So if y3P and x is a generator of F/[F,F], one can
compute
(x ) y)"[x]x )(y)#(y)"(y). 
Theorem 10.4. The cocycles 
n 2nl _		 span H(F/F).
Proof. The composition below is an injection by Isomorphism Lemma 3.
H

F
F

LP
	PH

(H)LE
F

F





F

F

.
For 1)j)m, every element in the jth summand is detected by Magnus coe$cients, 
n 2nl 	
,
k)l)2k!2 [MKS]. So the cocycles 
n 2nl _		 detect the group H (F/F ). But
H(F/F

)hom(H(F/F );), implying these cocycles generate H(F/F). 
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Fig. 1.
The reader may enjoy computing the cocycle 
_	 on the picture of Example 9.3, verifying
that this picture represents a non-zero homology class in H

(F/F

). Even in this simple case, the
procedure can be quite arduous.
10.3. Pictures from link projections
Let ¸LS be a link with vanishing length)kMilnor invariants. Let M

(¸,)3H

(F/F

), be the
image of 

(¸,)3

(K

) under the Hurewicz homomorphism 

(K

) PH

(K

)H

(F/F

). Re-
call that a choice of basing  for ¸ determines a map  :E

PK(k), as in Section 3. If M

is zero
surgery on the link ¸, thenM

has m 2-handles attached to the m boundary components of the link
exterior E

. The map  extends to a mapM

PK(k) by projecting the jth 2-handle to the jth circle
in SLK(k). M

(¸,)3H

(F/F

) is the image of the orientation class of M

under this map.
In [13], Fenn gives a cell decomposition for the link exterior E

, describing the attaching map
of the top dimensional cell as a picture. We illustrate this with the example of the Whitehead link
(Fig. 1).
The link is oriented, and each edge is labeled as one would in computing the link group via the
Wirtinger presentation. In this diagram, small loops (we will call framing loops) have been added
along the components so that the parallel of each component is nullhomologous in its exterior.
Each framing loop adds a single crossing in the projection, but no new edge labels are added at
these crossings. The picture obtained by introducing a vertex at each crossing point (each vertex
has four incident edges) will be equivalent, by the usual convention, to the corresponding picture
without the framing loops added. This picture describes the attaching map of the 3-cell in E

.
Now recall the connection between pictures for G and the attaching maps of 3-cells in BG given
by Theorem 9.4. From an attaching map, create a picture by making the attaching map transverse
to the 1 and 2-cells, and using transversality to associate to each 1-cell an edge, and to each 2-cell
a vertex. This vertex is incident to those edges corresponding to the adjacent 1-cells.
To obtainM

wemust attachmmore 2-cells along each of the longitudes of ¸ andmmore 3-cells
representing the orientation classes of the 2-handles. The 3-cell is attached using the usual
generator of 

(SSD). This 2-sphere lies incident to each 2-cell in the cellular structure of
SSLSSD inherited from E

and twice incident, with opposite orientations, to the
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Fig. 2.
Fig. 3.
additional 2-cell attached along a longitude. Thus the picture representing the attaching map of the
3-cell of the jth handle has one vertex for each vertex lying along the jth component of the link
projection picture. The relation at this vertex is the inverse of the relation representing the
corresponding vertex in the link projection. There are two additional vertices corresponding to the
2-cell, DLSSD. The relations represented by these two vertices are the longitude for
the link component, and its inverse. These take the form illustrated by the following pictures
(Figs. 2 and 3) in our example of the Whitehead link.
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The group in our example is
"x

, x

, x

,x

, y

, y

 r

, r

, r

, r

, r

, r

, r

, r



(M

)


(E

)
	


,
where 	

 is the set of longitudes for the based link.
r

"x

x

x

x

, r

"x

x

x

x

, r

"x

x

,
r

"y

x

y

x

, r

"y

x

y

x

, r

"x

y

x

x

x

y

,
r

"x

y

x

y

, r

"x

y

x

y

,
The pictures P

,P

and P

3P() represent the chains
P

"[r

]#[r

]#[r

]#x

x

[r

]#x

x

[r

]#x

x

[r

],
P

"![r

]![r

]#(1!y

)[r

],
P

"!x

[r

]!x

[r

]!x

x

y

[r

]!x

x

[r

]#(1!x

)[r

].
If x

, y

are the basing for this link, there is an isomorphism /

P F/F

given by
x

Cx, i"1, 4, y

Cy,
x

Cx, i"2, 3, y

Cy.
If s

"xx, s

"yy and s

"xyxy then the homomorphism of chain
complexes  :C

()PC

(F/F

) is given by
[r

]C!x[s

], [r

]Cx(![s

]#[s

]#[s

]),
[r

]Cx[s

], [r

]C!x[s

],
[r

]Cx([s

]![s

]![s

]), [r

]C0,
[r

]Cx[s

], [r

]Cx([s

]![s

]![s

]).
So under this homomorphism we get the following element of P(F/F

) representing
M

(¸,)3H

(F/F

).
P

#P

#P

"(x!xxyx)[s

]#(1!x)[s

]#(xxx!x)[s

]
"(x!xy)[s

]#(1!x)[s

]#(x!x)[s

]3C

F
F

.
We leave it to the reader to check that 
_	O0.
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